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INTRODUCTION
Take up a REAL magic wand...
Swish and flick...A casting rod with a fly on the end of a line combines concentration of
effort with satisfaction of a very special knowledge. It is perhaps the closest thing in the
real world to raising and using a magic wand like the one used by Harry Potter.
Swish and flick...The rhythm, timing, movement and coordination between mind and
arm must all be put together so that in real-world magic a thin line arcs through the air
and delivers a small piece of hair and feather far out in a river – to exactly the place you
intended.
Like the lore of magic, fly casting and fly tying have a history going back to medieval
times and beyond. It has ‘treatyses’ written in the 15th century, and stories from later centuries coming from Scottish streams, the mists of Quebec rivers and from the roaring
cataracts of Newfoundland. There are giant fish of more than 40 pounds from northern
New Brunswick and never-ending discussions on the best ways to use equipment and to
focus one’s mind.
This program is designed to help this magic happen, but it also takes individuals who see
the magic and adventure in this sport. Each module is meant to completely fill a 2 1/2
hour period but some may find that a more leisurely pace is needed. The program is also
designed such that it can be used both in the summer season and during the more
inclement weather of fall, winter and spring. In fact, it may be most useful in bringing
forth both the memories of fine days on the water just when the bleak, cold rain and snow
are falling.
While the Atlantic Salmon Federation has been putting together this program, it is very
much a team effort. Individuals like Joan Wulff and Stackpole Books and many others
have given us permission to use their material, bringing special approaches to the program
materials. Members of the Fredericton Fish and Game Club loaned us a set of excellent flies
that are fundamental to their fly tying teaching program that has been in existence for a
half century.
We look forward to hearing your views on the program modules, for testing and modifying materials is part of the process of turning the magic of angling into reality for those
who are open to it.
Above all, have fun with the materials.
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Swish and flick...
Fly casting can be the adventure that will take
you to special hidden pools nearby or to distant
rivers with roaring falls. It is a direct connection
between us and the rivers and streams in our
environment.
In this case a hidden stream in Maine is
surrounded by golden leaves in autumn.
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FLY–CASTING

MODULE 1
Summary:
Introduction to Fly
Casting
Participant/Instructor
Ratio: 4/1
Time:
2 sessions, 2.5 hours
each
Learning Objectives:
Participants will be
able to:
• Have a solid understanding and comfort
in various methods
of casting through
discussion and
hands-on activities.
• Become familiar with
fly casting terms
such as backcast,
rod hand, line hand,
roll cast etc.
Resources
and Equipment:
• 3-foot fly rod with
brightly colored yarn
(approximately 15 ft.)
for casting.
• Black marker
Space
Requirements:
Room must be at least
25´x 35’, and ceiling
height should be a 15’
minimum (a gymnasium would be ideal).
Safety
Considerations:
Adequate space
should be allocated
between participants
when fly casting.
Rods have pointed
tips and should be
carried with “tips up”
at all times.

Module 1

Introduction

F

ly casting is a means to an end – the end being the presenting of a fly
successfully to a fish. The easiest way to teach fly-casting to someone is
to keep it simple.

Fly casting involves graceful body movements, even though it is only your
arm that is moving! The movement of your body and arm will induce movement in the rod which will, in turn, spring the line to life. Successfully casting a line is just about as exciting as catching a fish on a fly that you tied.
The key to learning to cast correctly is to keep the movements simple, and
above all to have fun.
This Atlantic Salmon Federation MODULE 1 is based on a successful program of fly casting instruction called Fly-O, developed by Joan Wulff and
Lee Wulff. We sincerely appreciate Joan Wulff ’s permission to incorporate the
clear lessons and drawings in this program.

Background:
The basic difference between fly casting
and other forms of casting, such as bait
casting or spinning, lies in the weight of
the lure. You can throw a bait-casting or
spinning lure, by hand, almost as far as
you can cast it. However, the fly-fisherman’s flies imitate essentially weightless
insects and are made of bits of fur, feathers, tinsel and yarn. Try throwing a
feather sometime. It doesn’t go anywhere! The weight that is required for
the fly casting energy is spread throughout the fly-line, and the almost weightless fly goes along for the ride, a passenger at the end of the nearly invisible
monofilament leader connected to the
line.
The motions of fly casting are very simple. For beginners they consist of backand-forth movements in one plane with
a waiting period for the line to unroll
completely between those movements.
The caster’s hand and forearm should be
thought of as an extension of the rod
butt and all three made to move as a
unit with the wrist straight, but not stiff.
ASF Outreach Program - Draft

What is unusual about the fly casting
motion is that both the backward and
forward movements of the rod end
must end abruptly. This requires the use
of force in BOTH directions.
This use of force in both directions is
the single factor that sets fly casting
apart from all other sports. Unlike golf
or tennis or other familiar ball sports in
which you “set up” on the backswing to
use full power forward only, in fly casting as much force is needed backward
and forward. Failure to understand
this is the major cause of poor fly casting. We grow up throwing things forward. To be a good fly-caster we must
develop our back-casting (backwardthrowing) muscles.
The visual delicacy and forming loops
are in the tip of the rod and in the line,
but the control is in the butt of the rod
as it is moved or stopped abruptly by
the hand and forearm. The best way to
stop the rod abruptly is to squeeze the
rod butt suddenly.
Page 5

Set – Up

H

ave participants tie one
end of the yarn to the
metal guide just above the
cork handgrip. Thread the yarn
through the rod completely and tie
an overhand knot in the very end
to simulate a fly. Mark the line
with a black magic marker.
Starting from the fly end, make
one-inch black marks at 6 feet, 8
feet, 10 feet, and 12 feet. The
length ratio of the yarn to a real fly
line is one to four or five; i.e. one
foot of yarn is the equivalent of
four or five feet of real fly line.

Ancient History of Fly
Casting
There are descriptions of
both trout flies and fly casting from Macedonia in northern Greece dating back
2,500 years.
However, the first description
of a rod with an eyelet on the
end through which line could
be let out appeared in 1667
AD - more than 2000 years
after the first fly cast!
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When you begin casting the sixfoot length, you’ll be making the
same casting motions necessary for
a 24-to 30-foot cast with real fishing tackle.The power and timing
are comparable, as is the stroke
length. No matter how much you
know about fly casting, begin at
the six-foot mark until you are
comfortable with the feeling of
FLY-O and can do everything in

the lessons perfectly.
You’ll be pretty much of an expert
when you can perfectly cast 12 feet
of this yarn, the equivalent of 48 to
60 fly-line feet – a very long cast to
make with one hand. Not everyone will be able to do it. Everyone
can expect to cast well with four to
eight feet of yarn (6 to 40 feet of
fly line) if you do your lessons well.
You may use either your thumb or
your forefinger on top of the rod
grip, but do use one or the other.
Because the forefinger works so
easily with the light, short FLY-O
rod, we’ll teach and illustrate the
lessons in this manner. The forefinger will act as a pointer for accuracy and be used to give added
force to the forward cast.

A TIP…
If you really want to learn fast, be sure your neck is flexible and that your back and forward casts are like
watching a tennis match. We’ll start your casting lessons in a horizontal plane so that it is physically easy to
look both ways and see the whole picture of both backcasts and forward casts. Learning to cast with FLY-O is
like seeing everything in slow motion because it is
slowed down and very visible. You can learn in minutes
by seeing what it might take hours to learn by feeling.
Watch both the backcasts and the forward casts until
you can translate what you see into something you can
feel. The feeling of fly casting is very subtle; learning it
will take a little time.
ASF Outreach Program - Draft
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LESSON 1:

Becoming Comfortable with the outfit

S

tep 1: Have the participants
put the six-foot mark at the
tip of the rod and hold the
excess in one big loop under your
rod hand (see Figure 1). Forget
about your left hand for the time
being. With your forefinger on top
of the rod grip, make vertical circles with the rod (Figure 2), counter clockwise, not little circles with
only a rotating wrist movement,
but LARGE circles about four feet
in diameter. Keep the wrist
straight and use a whole arm movement. Use about two full seconds
of time for each circle. Keep your
elbow bent and close to your body.
The motion should be continuous.
Don’t let the line hesitate once you
have it moving. Follow the movement with your eyes, over every
inch of the yarn. Next try figure
eights, then ovals; try writing our
name the tip of the rod forms the
letters) all without letting the yarn

Figure 1 Lesson 1
Hand Position

hesitate or tangle. Realize that
wherever the rod tip leads, the line
will follow.
Step 2. With your elbow close and
your hand extended forward rotate
your hand position 90 degrees so
that your palm will face left. Now
make straight side-to-side motions
in front of your body at waist level
and parallel to the floor. Your
hand and forearm should move in
a straight line (allow your upper
arm some movement too). This
back-and-forth movement should
be about one foot, no more, for
your six feet of yarn/line. (It will be
less than four feet).
Now stop the casting stroke
abruptly in both directions by
squeezing the rod butt hard to end
the strokes. Wait and watch for
the line to unroll completely
between strokes. When the yarn
has unrolled but before it can
touch the floor, make the next
stroke. Again, stop it abruptly and
wait for the line to unroll. Waiting
for the line to unroll is what determines timing in fly casting. The

Module 1
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Wrist Casting
“Wrist” casting means
hinging your hand at the
wrist. It works with short
casts but will not work
with long ones.
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stroke or casting movement itself
can now be seen as acceleration to
a stop in each direction. This is
the basic move. On the backcast
you need only squeeze the rod butt
to stop it but on the forward cast
add the force of your forefinger in
a pushing motion as you squeeze it
to a stop. This will give your
unrolling line more speed and
direction.
Step 3. When you understand
what your are trying to do and can
really see that the loops are forming
and unrolling, practice this horizontal “false casting” as it is called,
in sets of five complete casts,

counting a backcast and a forward
cast as “one”. (Don’t let your hand
and rod “dip” on the stroke. Keep
everything straight and level).
When you reach the forward cast
on the fifth one, allow it to
straighten completely in the air and
then follow it down to the floor by
lowering the rod. It should land
on the floor without a wrinkle. If
it doesn’t land straight and was
straight in the air, drop the rod
more swiftly to the floor. It’s an
eye/hand/line coordination that
requires practice.

Figure 2 Lesson 1
Large Vertical Circles
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LESSON 2:

Unrolling the Loop on a 180-Degree (Straight) Line

Books or
paper
plates

Books or
paper
plates

Figure 3 Lesson 2
Unrolling the Line 180
degrees

Step 1. Start with six feet of line
and review Lesson. Place two
books or paper plates as shown in
Figure 3. They should be six feet
on either side of the rod tip when
the rod is held directly in front of
you at waist level. Be sure to sit on
a chair or kneel on the floor for
this lesson.
Starting with the yarn/line to your
left and with the fly on the
book/plate target, make the back-

cast stroke by sliding the line off
the floor and accelerating to a
quick stop (a total stroke lengthhand movement-of only one foot).
Allow the line to unroll completely
and fall to the floor in line with the
other target. This is your backcast.
Now do the same thing in reverse
for the forward cast. Start slowly
but accelerate to a quick stop. The
goal is to have the line unroll to
the targets without any sagging in
the unrolling loop. Do this a

Strength Required

The Sport of Fly Fishing
A Sport is undertaken with
defined rules - and in fly fishing it
becomes a test of the angler’s
understanding of the equipment,
the character of the stream or
river, and of the behaviour of a
salmon or trout in that river under
the given conditions.
It isn’t meant to be easy - it challenges and develops an individual’s understanding of his relationship to the environment.

You need hand strength to cast well because the movement
of the rod and whatever it weighs must be started and
stopped by hand. The stopping is the one critical instant of
force needed and with long lines and/or heavy outfits greater
hand strength is necessary to accomplish this. Hand
strength and forearm muscles go together, and the easiest
way to develop them is to squeeze a ball; an orthopedic rubber ball or, perhaps, a squash ball. There are products made
specifically for the purpose of strengthening your grip.
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Figure 4 Lesson 2
If things go wrong

Salmon caught with
rod and real in USA
In the 1830s, the very first
Atlantic salmon angled with
rod and reel were caught in
the Dennys River in
easternmost Maine.

dozen times to practice the slow
start to a quick stop in a short
stroke. This short stroke keeps the
arc that the rod itself passes
through to about 45 degrees for
this length of line. Understand that
a one-foot hand and forearm
movement and a 45-degree rod arc
should give you a 180-degree
unrolled yarn/line.
Figure 4 shows where your line and
fly might land if your rod arc is too
large: below the target and back in
line with your feet. Conversely, the
result of an arc that is too small
will be that the line and flow won’t
reach the target but will land short
of and above it.
One other factor that can affect
where the line lands is the speed
and power of your hand movement.

Unrolling the yarn/line in the 180degree line may seem difficult, but
it is the essence of good casting.
Work on this until you know how
far and how fast you must move
the rod to get the desired result.
This is what we call the “guts” of
fly casting. Be sure the shoulder,
hand and forearm move as one;
don’t hinge your wrist! Do this
part of the lesson until you have
complete control and can lay the
line out, target to target, at will.
Step 2. Repeat Step 2 of lesson 1
which is false casting the line in the
air, backward and forward, but
now make sure your unrolling loop
is above and in line with the targets
(180 degrees). When you are ready
to present, on the fifth forward
cast, the fly should reach the target
with the yarn straightened out perfectly. Remember to use your fore-
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finger to push the line toward the
target.
Practice this, letting your eyes follow every unrolling inch of the
line. Now try to make it beautiful!
Step 3. When the casts look good
and are in line (180 degrees), false
cast to the forward target without
looking at the backcast and present
the fly when you think the cast will
be good. Now your backcasts will
be made from the memory of how
long it took for the line to unroll
and how long the stroke was, when
you were watching.

Tips:
If the line is unrolling toward the floor instead of parallel to
it, it is following the path of your hand. To correct it, make
your hand move parallel to the floor. If the line jumps and is
not smooth, you may be applying too much power to the
start or stop; reduce it. The line will show exactly what you
have done in straightness of stroke and in the power application.
“Following through” with the rod toward the target, after the
instant of power, will soften the cast and give a feeling of
completeness. Follow-through should be a part of every cast,
both backcast and forward cast. It will make the overall
movement of your rod a little longer but the power portion
remains the same.

11
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LESSON 3: Vertical (Overhead) Casting

Reel Flyfishing

Figure 5 Lesson 3
Changing Planes

In 1650 Thomas Barker’s
book ‘The Art of Angling’ mentions the reel for fly fishing for
the first time.
In 1800, reels for Atlantic
salmon fishing were made
based on lacemaking bobbins
in Nottingham. These became
the basis for fishing reels in
England. In Kentucky geared
fishing reels were developed.

S

tep 1. Review Lesson 2 until
you are casting perfectly, horizontally, with six feet of yarn,
with the line unrolling 180 degrees
from backcast to forward cast;
every inch unrolling completely for
a straight presentation. If Lessons
1 and 2 have gone well, you know
how to fly-cast. Be secure in the
knowledge that anytime you have a
casting problem overhead, you can
return to the horizontal plane to
get the whole picture and straighten out the problem. Horizontalplane casting will also be useful in
small-stream fishing when trees and

bushes form obstacles to overhead
casting.
Step 2. When you can cast very
comfortably, gradually change the
plane, moving toward vertical, a
few inches at a time after each set
of backward and forward casts. See
Figure 5 for the relative position of
your arm, hand, and rod as you
change planes. If you remember to
start with your palm sideward in
the horizontal plane, it will not
have to be rotated or changed.

12
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The change in your whole arm
position will alter the direction of
your palm and forefinger. When
the vertical plane is reached, your
forefinger will be on top of the
grip. Turn your body toward your
target, knees together, and make
the backcast high and the forward
cast low. To do this, the overall
arm motion (the stroke) changes
now from only a back-and-forth
motion to more of an up-anddown motion. The backcast will
be high and the forward cast will
be low unrolling about a foot above
the target. Keep your elbow in its
bent position and bring your whole
arm in to the centre of your body
so that your casting stroke is made
in front of your face. At the end of
the backcast your hand should be
above and right between your eyes
(see figure 6). The casting motion
must be sharp, having a real snap
in each stroke. All of the principles
explained earlier are incorporated
here: the overall acceleration to a
stop, the short movement of the
hand, the 45-degree arc of the rod,
and the unrolling of the line in the
180-degree plane.
By casting in front of your face like
this, the smallest number of things
can go wrong and you can become
extremely accurate, easily.
Everything is in line with the target. Your ability to place a fly
accurately is a coordination of eyes,
hand, and rod-tip position with
that target. This coordination is
easy to develop with this betweenthe-eyes rod position and the six
feet of yarn.

vertical plane. Then practice picking up the line off the floor and
putting it right back down again to
the target without false casting.
These are your two basic casts.
Your goal is to become accurate
with these casts in this overhead
vertical plane and to develop perfect timing, power, and stroke
length without being able to see
your backcast. This is the time to
develop the feeling of fly casting.
Practice in 10-15 minute sessions,
alternating between false casts and
just picking it up and laying it
down.

The Line
For centuries horsehair was
the line of choice.
Horsehair was only replaced in
the 20th century, when around
1938 the first nylon lines began
to appear.

Figure 6 Lesson 3
Between the Eyes for Accuracy

Step 3. Practice false casting and
“presenting” to your target in the
Module 1
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LESSON 4: Casting in Different Plane

S

Clutching the Rod
Handle
Your grip should be firm,
but don’t clutch the rod
throughout the cast. You
should clutch (squeeze)
only to stop the backcast
stroke and to stop the
forward cast stroke…an
instant at a time…and
then relax your hand.

tep 1. After warming up by
going through all the lessons,
you should be ready to try
casting in different planes as you
will when you are actually fishing.
Shorten your line to four feet.
Stand up if there is room but stay
in one spot as you cast to targets
such as lamp shades, chair seats,
wastebaskets, sofa buttons, and
electrical outlets – all at different
heights. Cast to a particular inch
of space so that the “fly” touches
the target with each false cast.
Change your casting plane (see
Figure 5) as needed and lean your
upper body to the left or right to
put your eyes, hand, and rod tip in
line with the target. Make some
horizontal presentations under
tables or chairs pretending they are

overhanging branches on a trout
stream. Your goal is to be able to
choose the right plane in which to
make the most efficient cast for a
given target and to hit that target.
Step 2. If you have room,
try walking around the room
while casting to targets. Be
careful of precious things;
your yarn line can damage if
you snap it in as it touches
something movable.
Remember that, regardless of
plane, the backcast, when it
is unrolled, should be 180
degrees from the forward cast
when it is unrolled. Keep
your elbow in close to your
body for all planes and concentrate on that one instant
of power…we call it a power
snap that makes the line and
fly unroll where you want it
to.

Figure 5 Lesson 4
Changing Planes
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LESSON 5: Lengthening the Cast

Figure 7 Lesson 5
Off-vertical Casting

S

tep 1. Warm up with six feet
of yarn. Lengthen the yarn to
the eight-foot mark and go
through Lessons 1 and 2. Notice
that you need a slightly longer
stroke (two feet) a little more
power, and a longer waiting time
for the line to unroll. At this
length you are casting the equivalent of 32 to 40 feet of fly line.
Rarely do you have to cast farther
to catch trout, bass or panfish, but
the factor of wind can make even
this distance quite difficult. You
must develop line speed. As the
line lengthens, the speed of the
overall acceleration-to-a-stop (the
stroke) must also increase. The
line speed is right if the line unrolls
completely without noticeably
dropping toward the floor.

Step 2. Go through all of the sessions you practiced with the shorter length of yarn, stopping to perfect any lesson that isn’t easy. If
you feel you haven’t the strength to
cast eight feet of yarn, go back to
seven or six-and-a-half feet. This is
a personal sport; move at your own
pace. It takes time to develop casting muscles.

Module 1
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When you are casting vertically in
the between-the-eyes position with
this eight-foot-length, drop your
right foot back and rock your body
backward and forward to make the
cast easier, shifting your weight
from foot to foot as you rock.
Body motion can often make up
for stroke length, adding length to
the arc that the rod travels through
without actually moving your hand

15

Body Motion
Body motion is essential for good casting. Not much is needed
for short casts but it softens the motions and gives a feeling of
oneness with the rod. As the line lengthens it is most helpful to
rock the upper body backward and forward with the backward
and forward casts. The arc the rod passes through will be lengthened by using your body in addition to your arm. On long casts
this keeps the rod in the right position relative to your head and
shoulder so that you can apply power with ease.

any farther in relation to your
body.
For many of you, eight feet will be
all you can cast well for quite a
while. Your physical limitations
now enter the picture. Those with
natural hand/forearm strength and
good height will move ahead faster
with longer casts than those without it. After eight feet, add line
length in inches instead of feet.
Don’t force it! Don’t cast more line
than you can control. If you can
cast up to eight feet well with FLYO, you will be able to cast 40 feet
of fly line which is adequate for
most fishing.

16

Step 3. Try the 10-foot mark.
The vertical position becomes difficult as the line lengthens beyond
the eight-foot mark with this short
rod. A longer stroke is needed and
it can best be accomplished by taking the rod to a position 40 degrees
or so off vertical to your right (see
figure 7). Tilt the rod tip, but keep
your elbow close to your body.
Change your body position so that
your right leg is dropped back with
foot turned out. Turn your upper
body to that side. We call this an
ASF Outreach Program - Draft

“open” body position, and you will
be able to get the longer strokes
you need without being uncomfortable. Use lots of body motion.
No matter how long your stroke is,
remember it is made in a straight
line, although that line may be on
a slightly upward angle. All of the
other principles learned earlier
apply here.
Whether you are casting a long or
short line, always make the backcast a little higher than the forward
cast; even half an inch can help on
long lines. Fly-casters are always
aware of the force of gravity, and
we combat it with line speed and
backcast angle.

Tilting
If the fly is coming too close for
comfort when you cast vertically, tilt the rod tip away from
your head by tilting your hand
and wrist away sidewards but
keep you hand and the rod grip
in front of your body. The
yarn/line will follow the rod tip
away from you while the controlling hand will still be in
close to your body.

Module 1

LESSON 6: Line-Hand Tension
Figure 8 Lesson 6
Line-Hand Tension

N

ow that you can cast and
are thinking about a real
casting outfit, we’ll talk
about the value of your left or
LINE HAND. With a real outfit,
its job is to control the line: keeping tension on it, releasing it for
shooting, retrieving it, and even
helping on a dry-fly strike. We
can’t teach you all of these things
with FLY-O, but we can teach you
the preliminary step to shooting
line. It is called line-hand tension.
Step 1. Hold the line away from
the rod butt about one foot to the

Module 1

side. Notice that the last place the
rod touches the line is at the first
guide up from the cork grip. Your
line hand’s job is to keep tension
on the line between itself and that
first guide to keep the line from
slapping against the rod or wrapping around the reel at any time
during our casting (see figure 8).
Step 2. Try casting in all the
planes and you will see that, in
order to maintain tension, you line
hand must move as your rod hand
moves. When the rod hand makes
an upward backcast stroke, the line
hand will have to move upward too
ASF Outreach Program - Draft
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(not as far). When the cast is horizontal the line hand will have to
move forward and backward
instead of up and down. The
secret is that its position is determined by the position of that first
guide. Pull away from it, just hard
enough to keep the line tight.
Step 3. Let us analyze how you
would shoot line so that you can
try this with your real outfit. Keep

tension on the line until after you
have made the stop forward.
Then, as you know, the tip flips
over, the loop is formed, and as the
line unrolls, you can release and
shoot the line held in your line
hand. You will need a little more
power when shooting line and you
must aim a little higher to allow
the extra line to unroll before it
hits the water.

How were Atlantic salmon caught in rivers
before the sport of angling arose?

Courtesy National Archives of Canada

As a sport, angling abides by a set of rules that allows the participant
to develop special skills and intimate knowledge of the fish, and of
the river conditions and environment. Fly casting, fly tying, the
ethics of live release and understanding rivers — these are all part of
the sport of angling
Before the sport of angling became widespread, river nets were used
in both North America and Europe. In addition, First Nations, especially in the rivers flowing into the Gulf of St. Lawrence, harvested
Atlantic salmon at night with the aid of torches and spears.
European artists found the subject matter wonderfully rich, and
many paintings and drawings exist of the practice.
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Full-sized fly rods
With a full-sized rod the techniques and actions of fly casting are
the same as with the Fly-O rods.
In many cases, rods may be available through members of an
angling club or wildlife association,
and the option exists to learn
entirely with these full-sized rods.
In such cases the guidelines in this
module remain relevant, but some
modifications may be necessary.
Certainly the Fly-O short rods are
most suitable for indoor use, but
this also allows teaching of fly casting in the less predictable autumn,
winter and spring seasons.

The rods fall into three major categories:
• Slow-action rods: Ideal for
beginners, will bounce a few
times, forming an arc. This type
of rod is easy to cast, very forgiving, and is low-priced.

Tip-top

Tip Section

• Medium-action rods: will
bounce once or twice and then
stop. These rods are of good
quality, easy to cast, and are a
reasonable price.

Guides

• Fast–action or stiff–action rods:
will flex evenly and stop instantly. They are expensive and usually preferred by experts.

Choosing the Right Fly Rod
Ferrule

Today’s fly rods are lightweight,
very strong and quite flexible. They
are not as long as those used in the
first part of the 20th century and
before.
Today’s rod is likely to be made of
graphite fibre. Choosing the correct
action of the fly rod is considered
by some more important than
length. Determining the right rod
action is extremely subjective, and
will be different for every angler.
The feel of the rod will play the
biggest part in choosing the best
one for that person.
To make the right judgement in
rod selection, pick the rod up by its
grip, hold it straight in front of you
at waist height and give it a sharp
snap and stop abruptly.

The Rod - A History
By 1790 the multiple-strip
glued bamboo angling pole
was perfected.

Butt
section

Salmon fishing poles tended
to be long and rather heavy,
requiring two hands for control.
In the 1920s through 1940s
rods became shorter and
lighter without sacrificing
strength.
In the 1960s carbon fibre
comes into its own.

Grip or Handle

Reel
Reel seat
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Lee Wulff - Environmental Angler
Lee Wulff was a leader in Atlantic salmon conservation until his death in
1991. He was a longtime Director of both ASF (U.S.) and ASF (Canada)
and served as an officer of both organizations.
Lee pioneered live release fishing for Atlantic salmon and worked tirelessly to promote its practice. He was an outspoken advocate for Atlantic
salmon conservation, an award-winning author and filmmaker whose
books and films helped promote a new conservation ethic among salmon
anglers and policymakers.
In 1939, he convinced the Newfoundland government to establish a daily
catch limit. In the late 1960s, he produced a film on Greenland’s commercial fishery, which proved the need to control the exploitation of
Atlantic salmon.
Lee Wulff was equally at home on the banks of a wilderness river and in
the boardrooms of New York where he advocated on behalf of the
Atlantic salmon. Lee Wulff always used his great creative talents for the
good of the wild Atlantic salmon and the rivers in which it lives.

Joan Wulff - A Sense of Purpose
Joan Wulff is the first instructor to unravel the mystery of fly casting to
the point of pioneering a set of mechanics. Over a period of 16 years, she
has won an international and 17 national championships. Joan is the cofounder and chief instructor of the Wulff School of Fly Fishing in Lew
Beach, N.Y.
She has written several books on fly casting and fly fishing, as well as
instructional videos on Fly Casting.
Joan Wulff has been honored by the Atlantic Salmon Federation for her
conservation work. Joan's consistent promotion of wise management
practices in the recreational fishery, such as catch and release angling, has
provided a greater awareness of the importance of Atlantic salmon conservation.
Joan Wulff ’s commitment to education on angling and rivers has included an important role as founding member of the Catskill Fly Fishing
Center and Museum.
Joan Wulff fly casting in mid-river
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Questions for Discussion
1. What makes fly fishing different from every other type of fishing? (It is
the weight of the line, not the lure, that carries your offering to the fish)
2. Why is the reel at the lower end of the rod? (To balance out the entire
outfit The butt is very short to help make casting easier and to keep the
line from jumping up and wrapping around it during each cast.)

3. Why might this angler be casting downstream? Do anglers cast
upstream?

Sources
For the Fly-O teaching fly rods:

For fly rods and reels:

Royal Wulff Products
HCR 1 Box 70
Lew Beach, NY 12758
800–328–3638

Orvis
The Orvis Company
1711 Blue Hills Drive
Roanoke, Virginia 24012-8613
www.orvis.com
888–235–9763
540–345–4606
More resources are on page 22, and
many other sources are listed in
Module 2, on page 42
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Books
First Cast – Teaching Kids to Fly Fish, published by Stackpole
Books, ISBN 0-8117-2761-0, www.stackpolebooks.com
Fly–O by Joan Wulff. See address on previous page
The Orvis Streamside Guide to Fly Casting, by Tom Deck,
published byLyons Press, 1999, ISBN:1558219870

Videos
Lessons with Lefty – 73 minutes – A teaching guide for fly
casting. (available from www.amazon.com and other sources)
Fly Casting with Lefty Kreh – 45 minutes – Principles of fly
casting plus 30 casts and mends
Basic Fly casting – 62 minutes – Easy-to-learn approach to
fly casting
Joan Wulff ’s Dynamics – 90 minutes – Mechanics and techniques from basic to advanced

Flycasting from a canoe?
It certainly is possible to fly cast
from a canoe, but it is very important not to move the body more
than necessary as the arm moves
back and forth.
This late 1800s drawing clearly
shows the longer, heavier rods
that were in fashion in that time
period.
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FLY – TYING

MODULE 2
Summary:
Equipment and techniques of basic fly-tying

Fly-tying – An Introduction

Participant/Instructor
Ratio: 4/1

This “Starter’s Guide” to tying flies has four major components:

Time:
2.0 – 2.5 hours

• An Introduction to the tools and very basic skills involved with tying salmon
and trout flies

Learning Objectives:
• Be familiar with the
basic fly-tying tools
and their uses;
• Be familiar with the
various fly-tying
materials;
• Learn to respect the
properties of fly-tying
tools and how to
handle them safely;
• Understand the
importance of proper
tool use, care and
material storage.

• An introduction to fly types

Resources
and Equipment:
• Vise
• Scissors
• Bobbin
• Bobbin threader
• Hackle pliers
• Fly-tying thread
• Bodkin
• Hooks of various
sizes, styles
• Hackles
• Head cement
• Assortment of flies
• Flat nosed pliers
Space
Requirements:
Well-lit room, large tables
Safety
Considerations:
Fly-tying tools (e.g. scissors and hooks) can be
sharp and may cut skin
or clothing if not properly handled. Caution
students to handle all
equipment with care.

Module 2

• A step-by-step guide to the tying of a basic fly
• Helpful hints from two excellent sources, one a program manual, the other a
book available from Stackpole that offers a rich trove of information for a beginning fly-tyer.
• Examples of flies, as tied by members of the Fredericton Fish and Game Club,
an ASF affiliate organization that has been teaching fly-tying for a half-century.

Fly-tying – Getting to Know an Art Form

T

ying on your own fly and then
casting it into the water and presenting it to a fish is a powerful
experience that creates a memory that
lasts a lifetime. The first time you drift
one of your own flies in the proper fashion and have a fish choose to take it is a
true turning point for the beginning flyfisher.
Many long-time anglers can probably
retell the story (in vivid detail) of the
first time they cast their fly and caught a
fish on it.
In Roman Empire times, techniques
were already being developed, describing
various materials to place on the hook,
“The hook is wrapped with a piece of
purple colored wool, to which is
attached two plumes from the beard of a
rooster which looks like wax in colour.”
There has been a shift in types of materials used to tie flies. For example,
African Jungle Cock was commonly
used to tie colorful flies, but has since
become an endangered species. Tiers are
ASF Outreach Program - Draft

now moving towards using readily
accessible feathers, such as rooster, deer
hair, and other mammal hair.
Fly-tying can be an absorbing art form
on its own; many people tie flies for the
sheer enjoyment of it.
Flies are also a vehicle to gaining an
understanding of water levels, flows,
time of day etc.
In the beginning, the fly imitated
insects, crustaceans and freshwater creatures, now, however, this is not necessarily so. Some flies can be very ornate
(some flies contain as many as 32 different “ingredients”) and may not imitate

Bomber – fly tied by Dan Traer
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anything at all. The fly need only
be an “attractor” for the fish (more
on this later).
Fly-tying means different things to
different people…that’s the way it
should be.

The ethics of the 21st century
angler needs to include live release
of angled fish.

While the water is heavy and
cold, large flies are in order; as
the water becomes shallow, and
fish begin to show their location,
smaller flies come into use. The
trick is to experiment, and usually by trial and error, a certain fly
will be found to work best in certain conditions.

Fly-tying plays an important role.
Use barbless hooks or pinch the
barbs to allow easier removal of
the hook from the Atlantic
salmon’s mouth.
Use a set of needle-nosed pliers or
a hemostat to pinch the barb
closed.

Live Release and the Fly

Which fly to use?

anglers learn the correct techniques
to release the fish.

Hemostat

With Atlantic salmon numbers
remaining at low levels, each person has a responsibility to protect
the future of the species.

Pliers

Atlantic salmon do survive when

A First Glance at Flies
This guide later looks at flies in detail. But below are two
examples, Royal Wulff (upper left) and a Silver Down-easter
(lower right) that might serve as an introduction. Flies vary in
their features, the particular way in which they interact with
the water, and the materials they are made of.

The Royal Wulff, a dry fly
Hackle
Wing
Body

Tail

Meant to remain on the stream’s
surface, it is small and light, with
features that will help it ride on the
water.

Eye

The Silver Down-easter,
a wet fly
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Tail

Wing

Point
Eye

Designed to glide downwards
Collar
into the current’s flow, it is some- hackle Body
Butt
what heavier and built over a
Ribbing
larger hook.
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EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS
(The following is taken from Al Campbell’s Beginning Fly-tying)

Hook

H

ooks hold the feathers,
fur, hair and other fluff
you use to create a fly.

Hooks are designed for specific
purposes. If you choose the right
hook, your fly will be better proportioned and thus perform better
in use. If you choose the wrong
hook, you’ll have a flawed fly and
your success with that fly will likely
be less than the success you would
enjoy with a properly tied fly.

Anatomy of a hook:
The hook has a “gape” or gap;
that’s the distance between the
shank (the part of the hook you tie
flies on) and the point. Hook sizes
are usually rated by the size of the
gape. Second, the hook has a
bend. Depending on the shape of

Hook length

Hook length is indicated by the use
of an X along with L for long or S
for short. For example, 2XS indicates a hook the length of the standard shank, two hook sizes smaller,
and 2XL indicates a hook the
length of the standard shank, two
sizes longer. For example, a 2XS
#8 is the length of a standard size #
10; a 2XL #8 is the length of a
standard size #6.

Tale of the Fish Hook
Around 1650 Kirby designs
the ‘modern’ fish hook, and
its manufacture is based in
London.
In 1666 the Plague and
Great London Fire causes
hook makers to disperse to
other parts of England, with
Redditch becoming the main
centre. Hooks are shipped
from there to America.

Short shanks are used on smallerbodied flies when a larger hook gap
is desired. Longshanks are used for
long-bodied flies.

A few hookmakers move to
New England, and do well
supplying the commercial
fishing trade.

Hook Sizes

Hook

Eye

Bend
Gape
Point
Barb

the bend, it will have different
qualities and be more suitable to
certain types of flies. Third, the
hook has an eye. The shape and
angle of the eye help determine
possible uses of the hook. Finally,
the hook has a shank. The shank
is the length of the hook where the
Module 2

body of the fly is usually tied.

Presently, there is
no uniform system
of hook sizing, and
actual sizes vary
among manufacturers. For a general
idea of sizes, as
numbers decrease
from 32 to 1, hook
size increases. After
size 1 begin larger
sizes, from 1/0 up
to 19/0. Here, as
the numbers
increase, the size
increases.
ASF Outreach Program - Draft

12
10
8
6
4
2
1/0
2/0
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Fly Vise
Perhaps the most important tool
you’ll use in fly tying is the fly vise.
Some important features and considerations of vises:

Why do Atlantic Salmon
Take a Fly?
When adult Atlantic salmon
return from the sea, they stop
eating food. Yet salmon anglers
are very aware that they will
lunge at a passing fly on the end
of a line.
Why? No one really knows.
It is speculated that the behaviour reflects irritability on the part
of the Atlantic salmon.
Alternatively, some say it is
behaviour left-over from the
salmon’s earlier life in both
freshwater and the ocean.

• A good fly vise must hold a variety of hook sizes and shapes
securely, and be easy to adjust.
• The jaws of the vise must be
positioned at an angle that allows
you to tie flies of various sizes.
• Look for a vise that has jaws positioned at an angle that allows you
to work around and with the
smallest hooks you might someday use.
• Avoid any vise that takes a lot of

time or manipulation to adjust to
a specific hook. One or two
twists of a knob should be the
maximum adjustment required to
set any vise to a specific hook.
• Small jaws are easier to work
with.
• Clamps vs. pedestals: A clamp is
nice if you have a permanent
tying bench or you want a vise
that just won’t move while you’re
putting pressure on a hook. A
pedestal base is convenient if you
are working on the kitchen table
or traveling. It supports the vise
with a heavy base that sets on the
table like a lamp would, and it’s
easy to move.
• Before you purchase a vise, try a
few of them at a fly shop.

Trout do feed in freshwater, naturally, so it is much less surprising that they streak towards an
object resembling a small insect
or other creature.

Pedestal Fly Vise
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Scissors
Good scissors are an absolute
necessity for fly-tying. You’ll need
at least one pair of scissors to start,
but in time you’ll want to have several others. All your scissors should
have finger loops large enough to
fit over your thumb. The scissors
should have narrow fine points.
Heavier scissors are used on coarse
materials primarily to preserve the
points and sharpness of the fine
pair. Serrated blades on heavier
scissors help prevent materials from
slipping away as they are being cut.
Most fly tying material suppliers
offer scissors specially designed for
this purpose. In some cases where
the tips are too thick, the points
can be carefully filed down from
the outside. Both straight and
curved blades are available with the

choice being primarily a matter of
personal preference.

Bobbin
This is a tool which holds the
spool of thread during the tying
operation. The bobbin permits
very accurate control over both the
placement of each individual
thread winding on the hook, and
the very important thread tension
which is the basis of building a
strong, durable fly. Also the bobbin
provides sufficient weight to prevent unravelling of thread when
the hands must be free for other
purposes. Modern ceramic-tube
bobbins eliminate the sharp edges
often associated with metal-tube
bobbins.

The Quality of
Equipment
You get what you pay for with
fly-tying equipment. Start off
with simple, inexpensive material and tools to “try it out”.
When possible, borrow a vise
from someone before buying a
particular model If tying is
something that captures your
interest, move on to a good
quality vise (the most important
tool). Prices will range from
$30.00 – 500.00. Use your
judgement. A C-clamp vise is
best, and a rotating head is
also a handy feature.
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Bodkin

Other Tools

A bodkin is simply a needle in a
handle. You can make your own or
buy one at a fly shop. It has many
uses including applying head
cement, cleaning cement out of
hook eyes, picking hair out of fuzzy
flies and folding synthetic nymph
wings.

Many tools have been designed to
assist fly tiers with specific procedures. Some of the most useful
include:

Hackle Pliers

What makes a great angler, one
that changed the way the western
world looks at rivers and fishing?
In the midst of the English Civil
Wars in the 1640s, IZAAK WALTON chose to turn away from
human actions, and towards the
beauty and knowledge offered by
rivers and angling. He began writing “The Compleat Angler”. and
once published in 1653, it has
never been out of print since. It
shows the angler how to know
equally the river, and the fish.
The fifth edition in 1676 truly
began the fly fishing revolution,
as it contained a comprehensive
section on fly fishing, and
descriptions of flies; a section
missing from the original edition.

Whip
Finisher

Hair
Stacker

Very inexpensive but saves on
patience when trying to get thread
through the bobbin tube, especially
once it becomes clogged with wax.

Tweezers
Very useful for picking up small
hoods and for other occasions
when you need to pick out very
small feathers or fibres.

Whip Finisher
A tool that requires practice to use
properly, but once mastered,
enables one to rapidly tie a whip
finish knot the most secure manner
to tie off your thread upon completion of a fly.

Hair Stacker
Essentially a tube into which bucktail or other hair is inserted, tips
downward, then tapped against
desk or table, to evenly align the
hair tips when used for wings or
tails.

Bodkin

Flies & Izaak Walton

Hackle pliers are small pliers with a
constant tension designed to wrap
hackle feathers around the hook.
They come in all shapes and sizes
but all perform the same duty.
Some even have a swivel head to
make it easy to rotate the hackle
around the fly. I manage to find
many uses for these handy tools
beside the one they were intended
to perform.

Bobbin Threader

In total, there have been more
than 440 editions of “The
Compleat Angler”.
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GETTING STARTED — Some General Guidelines:
Deer hair
The Hook:
Clamp the hook in the vice tightly
by the lower part of the bend of
the hook. This is usually the
strongest part of the hook. The
point will usually stick out a bit, so
be careful when you start tying
material on.

Threading the Bobbin:

shank at about a 45-degree angle.
Continue wrapping the thread so
that each successive wrap slides
down the tag end and butts up
against the previous wrap.
Anytime after about 1/2 way along,
you can trim the tag end off, then
continue carefully wrapping so as
to completely cover the hook
shank.

One way to thread a bobbin is to
pull the end of the thread through
the tube with a dental floss threader. Another is to simply push the
thread into the lower end of the
tube, then suck on the end of the
tube to pull slack thread completely through.

Normally, you stop wrapping when
the hook shank starts to curve into
the bend. This will often be a point
just above the (hopefully flattened)
barb of the hook.

Dress the Hook:

After tying a fly, you need to finish
the head by tying off the thread
with simple half hitches (shown
here). Alternatively, you can apply
a whip finish with one style or
another of whip finishing tools
available at your fly shop. These
tools come with instructions.

Start with the thread on the far
side of the hook, just back of the
eye.
Hold the tag end above the hook

Finishing the Fly
(the Half Hitch)

There is a very definite reason
why the body hair of deer is
used in preference to tail hair.
The body hair is hollow, in order
to provide better insulation in
winter for the deer. For fly-tying
this allows the hair to be compressed, thus firmly fixing it in
place when tightly wrapped by
thread or other material.

HALF HITCH
Below, cord is used to show the tying of
half hitches.

One half hitch completed

Tip:
Always make sure that you
leave a little bit of bare
shank behind the eye. A
good rule of thumb is that
you should leave a length of
shank almost as big as the
outside diameter of the
hook eye.

Slip 2 or 3 half hitches over the eye
of the hook, drawing each one
tight. Then trim off the thread,
and add a drop of head cement.
Note: The head is built up in the
small gap you (hopefully) left
immediately behind the eye of the
hook.

Forming a second half hitch

Two half hitches completed
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FLY TYPES - A Primer
Fly Type

What they are

Materials

Water
Conditions

What they
are imitating

DRY FLY

Flies that float
on the surface

Classics made
with hackle
or hair wing.
Also “hair
bodies”
(deer hair)

Low Water

Can be aquatic
terrestrial or
attractor

Tied on thin wire
hooks with
buoyant materials
WET FLY

Used under the
surface
Tied on heavier hooks

Made with soft
High Water
hackle or hair
wing.
Classics are bucktails
streamers,
and nymphs

Can be aquatic,
terrestrial or
attractor

The Royal Wulff
This “attractor” fly (that is, a
fly pattern with no counterparts in nature) is probably
the best known and most
widely tied fly. The Wulff
series of fly patterns were
developed by Lee Wulff. It is
a busy, high floating fly, that
remains visible in dark water.
Wulff patterns were the first
flies to use hair for fly wings
and tails. Lee Wulff, a pioneer of many things relating
to fly fishing, preferred to tie
flies by hand. A skill that
requires an extremely steady
hand with just as much
patience, Lee Wulff’s flies
were and still are renowned
for their ability to attract fish.

Aquatics
These flies imitate insects, baitfish,
nymphs, crayfish, or other life
forms that live in the water.

Mayfly Nymph an “aquatic”

Terrestrials
These flies imitate creatures that
live on land and end up as fish
food in the water, such as mice,
beetles, or ants.
Mayfly Adult a “terrestrial”
Attractors
These flies imitate nothing in the
natural world but still catch fish.
Salmon flies are good examples.
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Ideas for a great
fly- tying learning session:
The instructor should sit directly across from the student
in a well-lit area. A narrow table fitted with lamps is
ideal. Attach a few sheets of light colored paper to the
surface to help silhouette the fly, protect the table top,
and keep the area neat.
Choose a simple pattern

Soldier Palmer tied by Danny Bird

Keep the area uncluttered. On the fly-tying table in front
of the vise lay out the materials to be used in the fly in
order of their attachment to the hook. Place all needed
tools to the right of the tier.

The First Fly A Soldier Palmer?

Select a hook
Inspect it to see that there are no deformities in the construction. Be sure the eye is fully closed. An open eye
will catch the fine tippet mono and cause problems
when the fly is used.
Begin the lesson with a simple description of each
tool and its uses
Demonstrate the full tying procedure for a single fly,
from start to finish. While tying, describe each step.
After the fly is completed the student and instructor(s)
can tie one together, step-by-step.

300 AD - Greece - Aelien
describes the first fly fishing,
which is in Macedonia, on the
Aesus River. No doubt he was
describing techniques already
used for many, many years. "The
hook is wrapped with a piece of
purple colored wool, to which is
attached two plumes from the
beard of a rooster which looks
like wax in color. At least one
modern angler thinks this is a
description of the Soldier
Palmer fly. - This is a very fluffy
dry fly, and simple to make. It
can be constructed without the
aid of scissors, and is a good
candidate for a fly to tie without
a vise.
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STEP-BY-STEP FLY–TYING
Start Simple...

Storage of Materials
Fly tying materials should be
stored in flat plastic boxes.
The boxes keep the material
organized and clean, and
keep away chewing insects.

Fly-tying can be an absorbing activity of a lifetime, and there is great
satisfaction from learning an art with 2,500 years of history behind it.
But begin with simple patterns, and this guide, based on the experience of the Fredericton Fish and Game Club program, suggests three
— the Green Butt, Royal Coachman and Blue Charm.
To assist, we are offering a guide to one of these basic flies.

The Green Butt
Step 1 – Tag:

Boxes for hooks are just as
important. It is important to
keep sizes organized, and
boxes serve to reduce any
chance of injury.

Use a #4 Hook. With bobbin,
apply thread starting from the eye
to the bend of the hook. Secure
tinsel used for tag to shank of hook
and wrap wound 3 – 4 times. Tie
off tinsel from tag and cut off.

1

Step 2: Butt:

2

Tie in material being used for butt.
Wrap 3-4 turns of material around
the back of the hook to form the
butt and lock in with thread. Trim
excess material.

Step 3: Ribbing:
Tie in tinsel for ribbing and lock in
place with thread. Tie in body
material, and lock in with thread.
Leave thread at the eye of the
hook.
3
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Step 4: Body:
Wind in body material and lock in.

4
Step 5: Ribbing:
Wrap ribbing material towards eye
3-4 turns and lock in place with
thread. Trim excess ribbing material
5
Step 6: Throat/Collar:
Tie in materials for throat or collar
and trim accordingly.

6
Step 7: Wing and Tie-off:
With a small bunch of wing material, begin tying at the eye end, and
locking it in with thread. Tie in
wing and trim excess material.
Build head from thread, using several turns, and use a half hitch to
tie off. Apply head cement or lacquer to head and allow to dry.

7
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SETUP AND FIRST FLIES – Hints from First Cast*
• Put down a sheet or two of light colored paper on the tying table
before beginning. It makes a good background to help make materials easier to identify, protects the surface, and keeps things neater.
• Keep only the materials needed for the fly you are tying on the
table in front of you.
• Prepare by placing the hook in the vise, threading the bobbin,
and choosing the fly pattern and “recipe.”
• Maintain tension on the thread at all times.
• Start with a good even base of thread across the length of the
hook shank. Flies are almost always tied from the end of the
shank, at the bend, forward toward the eye.
• Make all wraps away from you over the top of the hook shank.
• All thread wraps, except the head, must be covered and hidden
by the materials.
• Keep the number of thread wraps to a minimum. Excess thread
will only bulk up the fly and detract from its appearance and
effectiveness. Use only the wraps needed to make it strong.
• Stop and fix mistakes; don’t try to tie around them.
• Keep all materials securely tied and even to avoid making a sloppy, uneven body.
• Avoid crowding the hook eye. Leave at least 1/8 to 1/4 inch
behind the hook eye for the red zone, the area where the head is
to be tied. Leaving insufficient space or crowding the eye is one
of the most common mistakes of beginning tiers.

*Stackpole Books
It is highly recommended to
acquire one or more resource
books on fly-tying to provide
greater depth of information
and to serve as a companion
guide. One such is FIRST
CAST by Phil Genova, published by Stackpole Books
www.stackpolebooks.com It
is a clear and concise, and
more complete introduction to
the art of fly-tying.
Showing its commitment to the
heritage arts of fly-tying and
angling, Stackpole Books has
kindly given the Atlantic
Salmon Federation
permission to reprint excerpts
from this publication.

• Use the natural end tapers of the materials; trim the butts, not
the tips.
• Sparse is better. Less material will usually cause a fly to appear
more lifelike and last longer.
• Follow the recipe and suggested proportions.
• Keep bodies even and symmetrical along the hook shank.
• Always cut materials from the top to avoid cutting thread.
• Trim off materials at an angle. The clipped ends will be easier to
secure and will look more even when covered with thread or
other materials.
• Finish the head of the fly by clipping off materials and winding
the thread in an even manner. Tie off the head with a half hitch
knot. Avoid using head cement with beginners.
Module 2
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FLY HISTORY Dame Juliana Berners and the 15th Century Fly
The earliest known detailed account of fly tying comes from The Treatyse
of Fysshynge wyth an Angle written by this fascinating woman in the mid
1400s.
In this manuscript she describes in detail a dozen flies. They are even
called “The Twelve” perhaps indicating they were the standard for the
time. For the Wasp Fly shown, it reads:
“The waspe flye, the body of blacke wull & lappid abowte wt yellow
threde: the wings of the bosarde.”

True Beginnings
Starting in the mid-1600s there were a few detailed descriptions of fly
materials and tying. But it was a slow process. The 5th edition of Izaak
Walton’s The Compleat Angler that appeared in 1676 has a wonderful
description of 65 flies with their dressings. As the modern fly rod, reel
and leader evolved through the 18th century, so to did the fly evolve,
with questions raised by Richard Bowlker in 1744 on the true abilities of
more recent fly designs.

The 19th Century Renaissance
The invention of the dry fly that went with the shift to upstream fly casting revolutionized fly fishing, and by 1886 there were books on the
“Science” of flies related to their entomology. Since that time the fly tying
literature has expanded enormously, describing simple flies, ornate flies,
flies that truly resemble insects and flies from the imagination.

The Fly-tying Bench
From palaces to cabins and
tents on a stream, fly tying has
held the imagination of those
who have loved moving waters.
This image of a fly-tying bench
from the Atlantic Salmon
Journal was taken a half century
ago somewhere near the
Nashwaak River. Were the flies
being tyed different from now?
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Further Skills and Concepts to Master –
from “First Cast”, published by Stackpole Books
Tying in Wire Weight
This is used to allow the fly to sink further into the river current. To
become more proficient, the beginner tier will need to master basic
skills such as tying in wire weight, which is done by starting the thread
and forming a base along the hook shank. Then select the diameter
wire that is about the thickness of the hook shank. Break off a 3 to 4
inch piece with your fingers or use and old pair of scissors. Secure one
end about halfway down the hook shank and wrap evenly and tightly
to where you plan to begin the head (usually a little more than 1/8 inch
from the eye). Wrap several turns of thread around the coils and on the
back end to make a smooth, tapered stop. (This will keep the wire
from twisting around the shank or moving back and forth.)

Repairing a Broken Thread
Repairing a broken thread is another basic skill. If the thread breaks at
any time during the fly-tying process, grasp the thread end and materials as quickly and neatly as possible to prevent unwrapping. Attach
hackle pliers to the broken thread and allow it to hang free, keeping
tension on it. Restart the thread and clip the tag ends. This is a common problem at flyfishing shows. Keep a bobbin threader and a few
already threaded bobbins nearby. Breaking the thread occasionally on
purpose and repairing it is recommended practice for beginners.

Fly book with a history
This book of flies was used in the
1880s by Charles B. Barnes on the
Grand Cascapedia River in Quebec’s
Gaspé. Salmon fishinghas a great
tradition. Part of this has been the
evolution of fly patterns, and part the
ability of a fly-tyer to fabricate flies of
traditional pattern.
(From the Collection of the Dr. Wilfred M.
Carter Atlantic Salmon Interpretive
Centre in St. Andrews, NB).
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Making A Dubbing Noodle
This is used to tease up the fibres of the fly body. To form a dubbing
noodle, start the thread and run it to the hook bend. Pull 3 to 4 inches
of thread from the bobbin. Apply a small amount of dubbing wax, if
you choose to use it. Keeping the thread tight with the left hand, press
a small amount of loose dubbing material evenly along the thread. It is
a very common error to use too much dubbing material. While tension
is still applied on the thread by the left hand, use the thumb and middle finger of the right hand to gently but firmly twist the materials on
the thread in one direction. In essence you are making a piece of chenille or yarn to use for the body. Slide this sparse noodle up along the
thread to where it meets the hook. Wind it on evenly along the shank,
adding more dubbing if needed, forming a uniform body. Clean off
any excess.

Can a fly be tied on the
banks of a stream?
It is certainly possible to build
a fly with bare hands and a
knife on the edge of a river, far
from a table and special tools.
In fact some individuals,
including Lee Wulff, took great
pride in being able to tie effective flies by hand, and with
minimal tools.
The resulting fly is likely to be
not as neat. It might even fall
apart sometimes. But it certainly can work.

Tying in weighted eyes
This is used to have the fly submerge deeper. Tying in weighted eyes is
another important skill. Tie in thread 1/4 inch or so (depending on
hook size) back from the hook eye. Form a small ball of thread and
move the thread over (towards hook bend) about 1/16 inch. Form
another ball. Trim the tag end. Place the eyes on top of the hook shank
between the balls of thread and place a few wraps of thread in a figure
eight around it. Snug up the thread and begin winding it tightly around
the base where the dumbbell meets the shank; do not use a figure eight
motion here. Keep the wraps tight as the bobbin moves in a slight up
and down motion surrounding this base. After several turns, make a few
more figure eights over the top of the eyes. Check to be sure eyes are
secure. Make a half hitch with thread on the hook shank to keep the
thread in place. Cover the wrappings with the body as the fly is finished.

Fly from the past
Close-up of a fly used by Charles
B. Barnes on the Grand
Cascapedia more than a century
ago.
(The Collection of the Dr. Wilfred M.
Carter Atlantic Salmon Interpretive
Centre in St. Andrews, NB).
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A Heritage of Salmon and Trout Flies
Green Butt
Head Color: black
Tag: oval silver tinsel
Butt: flourescent green wool or floss
Ribbing: oval silver tinsel
Body: black wool or floss
Throat Hackle: black
Wing: black bear hair or black squirrel tail
Fly tied by Murdock MacAllister

Blue Charm
Head Color: black
Tail: red body feathers of golden pheasant
Body: black wool or floss (cigar shaped)
Throat Hackle: brown
Wing: Underwing: red body feathers
Overwing: gray mallard dyed yellow
Fly tied by Dan Traer

Royal Coachman
Head Color: black
Tail: golden pheasant tippets
Body: Rear - peacock herl
Middle - red floss
Front - peacock herl
Wings: white feathers (some sub. hair)
Hackle: coachman brown (dark brown)
Fly tied by Rod Currie

Heritage in a Small
Package
Each fly has its own beauty of
color, shape and construction.
These flies, tied by members
of the Fredericton Fish and
Game Club, serve to illustrate
the variety of designs possible.
There are regional preferences
in design, and changes continue to take place through time.
For example, flies using the fur
of common mammals has
replaced the feathers of rare
birds from exotic locales.
Feathers now used generally
come from domesticated
sources.

Buck Bug
Head Color: black
Butt: green or red
Ribbing: brown hackle (palmered through
body)
Body: deer body hair (natural or dyed)

Fly tied by Frank Wilson

Rusty Rat
Head Color: red
Tag: gold oval tinsel
Tail: peacock sword
Ribbing: gold oval tinsel
Body: Rear Half - bright yellow floss
Tail - yellow floss
Front Half - peacock herl
Wing: gray squirrel tail or gray fox hair
Collar Hackle: grizzly
Fly tied by Frank Wilson
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Parmachene Bell
Head Color: black
Tail: red and white hackle barbules
Ribbing: gold tinsel
Body: yellow floss
Throat Hackle: red and white
Wing: Top Quarter - red (married)
Bottom - white (married)
Fly tied by Rod Currie

Colburn Special
Head Color: black
Tail: gray squirrel tail dyed green
Butt: Optional (red)
Body: Rear Half - flourescent green
Center - black Ostrich herl
Front Half - flourescent green
Wing: gray squirrel tail dyed green
Collar Hackle: yellow
Fly tied by Frank Wilson

Upperwing
Underwing
Hook eye
Tail
Throat hackle

Tag
Hook

Body
Ribbing
Oriole tied by Frank Wilson
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Oriole
Head Color: black
Tail: red body feathers of golden pheasant
Ribbing: oval silver tinsel
Body: black wool or floss (cigar-shaped)
Throat Hackle: brown
Wing: Underwing - red body feathers
Overwing - gray mallard dyed yellow
Fly tied by Frank Wilson

Miramichi Smelt
Head Color: black
Tag: oval silver tinsel
Butt: red wool or red chenille
Ribbing: oval silver tinsel
Body: flat silver tinsel
Wing: Bottom Layer - white bucktail
Top Layer - yellow bucktail
Shoulders: badger hackles (both sides)
Fly tied by Dan Traer

Royal Wulff
Head Color: black
Tail: natural deer hair
Body: Rear Quarter - peacock herl
Middle Half - red floss
Front Quarter - peacock herl
Wings: white calf tail
Hackle: brown saddle hackles
Fly tied by Murdock MacAllister

Copper Killer
Head Color: red
Tag: copper wire
Tip: green floss
Tail: rusty red hackle fibres (brown)
Butt: bright red floss
Ribbing: copper wire or tinsel
Body: flat copper tinsel
Wing: fox squirrel tail
Collar Hackle: bright orange
Fly tied by Frank Wilson

Nine Three
Head Color: black
Body: flat silver tinsel
Wing: white bucktail (sparse over & under)
green saddle hackles
black saddle hackles
Checks: optional
Fly tied by Murdock MacAllister
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Cosseboom
Head Color: red (can use cement or thread)
Tag: oval silver tinsel
Tail: green floss (shades can vary)
Ribbing: oval silver tinsel
Body: green floss
Wing: gray squirrel tail
Collar Hackle: yellow (tied after wing)
Fly tied by Murdock MacAllister

Bomber
Head color: black
Tail: deer hair or calf tail
Ribbing: brown hackle (palmered through
body)
Body: deer body hair (you can use natural or dyed)
Fly tied by Dan Traer

Butterfly
Head color: black
Tail: red hackle barbules
Butt: green wool (optional)
Body: peacock herl
Wings: white goat hair (calf tail substitute)
splayed 30 degrees, slanted back
Hackle: brown (tied in front and behind
Fly tied by Dan Traer
wing.)

White Wulff
Head Color: black
Tail: white goat hair
Body: white wool
Wings: white goat hair
Hackle: badger saddles

Fly tied by Dan Traer

Silver Down-easter
Head Color: black
Tag: oval silver tinsel
Tail: golden pheasant crest
Butt: black ostrich herl
Ribbing: oval silver tinsel
Body: flat silver tinsel
Wing: black squirrel tail
Collar Hackle: orange (before wing)
Fly tied by Frank Wilson
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SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR FLY-TYERS
Below are listed a few of the suppliers for the equipment and materials
used by fly-tyers. We encourage students to find sources close to home
that others enjoy using.

International
Orvis
The Orvis Company
1711 Blue Hills Drive
Roanoke, Virginia 24012-8613
www.orvis.com
888–235–9763
540–345–4606

Other Web-Site Sources:
http://www.flyfish.com/
http://www3.sympatico.ca/moucheux/
http://www.northernangler.mb.ca/
http://www.finecast.net/tudors/tutors.html

New Brunswick
Trout Brook Fly Shop
c/o Syd Matchett
2176 Northwest Road
Trout Brook, NB E9E 1N2
Ph: 506-622-0676

Southwest Tackle
c/o Stephen Pond
21 Russell & Swim Street
Doaktown, NB
506-365-4566

Eskape Anglers
c/o Bryant Freeman
23 Wentworth Drive
Riverview, NB E1B 2T4
506-386-6269
506-386-7399
www.salmonflies.com
email:freeman@attcanada.net

Curtis Miramichi Outfitters
c/o Brock Curtis
12043 Route 8
Upper Blackville, NB E9B 1Z8
506-843-2481

Georges Fly Shop
George Routledge
Renous, NB EOC 1XO
506-622-8226

Dunc's Fly Shop
c/o Warren Duncan
1595 Hickey Road
Saint John, NB E2l 4E6
506-696-2565

Mike's Fly Shop
c/o Mike Arsenault
18 Restigouche Drive
Tide Head, NB E3N 4H4
506-789-0454
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SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR FLY-TYERS cont’d
Newfoundland and Labrador
Barnes Sporting Goods
Mr. Paul Barnes
16 Humber Road
Corner Brook , NF A2H 1C9
709-634-2291
709-634-0017 fax

Straight Line Sports
John Sheppard
P.O. Box 172
Gander, NF A1V 1W6
709-256-3533
709-256-3586 fax

The Sport Shop
Frank Dyke
256-258 Water Street
St. John’s, NF A1C 5N5
709-722-3344
709-722-3671 fax

Good Buddy Sports
Gary Warren
Pasadena, NF
Ph: and Fax: 709-686-5577
E-mail: gb.sports@nf.sympatico.ca
http://www.nf.sympatico.ca/gb.sports

Sheppards Store
Box 6, Site 26
Cormack, NF
709-635-7106

Northern Lights Ltd.
Bruce Haynes
P.O. Box 2168, Sta. B
Goose Bay, Labrador
709-896-5939

Schwartz’s
Harold Schwartz
P.O. Box 65
Deer Lake, NF A0K 2E0
709-635-2947
709-635-3401 fax

S&P Sports
Charlie Rowsel
Fraser Mall
230 Airport Bullivard
Gander, NF A1V 1L7
709-651-3088
709-256-4848 fax

Nova Scotia
Fishing Fever
858 Agricola St.
Halifax, NS
902-454-2244

Green Highlander
99 Woodlawn Rd
Dartmouth, NS
902-435-9446

Strathdee’s Fly Shop
Northeast Margaree
902-248-2076
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QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
Question: . Is hand position critical when tying a fly?
Answer: Not particularly; it is recommended that the beginning fly-tier
not be consumed with wish to use the proper hand at the proper
time. Do what comes naturally, while at the same time being
mindful of doing the basic steps properly.
Question: Is it possible to design a fly of my own?
Answer: One can design a fly with ease once there is an understanding of
material placement.
Question: What is the difference between salmon flies and trout flies?
Answer: In trout fishing, the fish are anticipating a certain type of insect
to appear on the stream at a specific time; therefore, the majority
of trout flies are imitators of insects at specific stages whereas the
majority of salmon flies need not be imitators; in fact, many
salmon flies are attractors.

Hook by Number
The hook scale chart at left
may be from many years ago,
but it still works for determining the size of hook. Notice
the very great range of sizes
available.
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Module

Youth Outreach Program
Evaluation Form
Organization Name:
Contact:

Contact Phone

Contact Email

The Atlantic Salmon Federation appreciates your involvement in delivering the modules contained in this package. To
improve upon its content, please take a minute to fill out the following evaluation form. Your comments will be considered when the modules are being developed in their final form.
1. Was the suggested time allotment for each module accurate when the program was being delivered?

2. Was the suggested number of participants for each module appropriate?

3. How would you describe the interest level with participants? (On a scale of 1 – 4, 1 being the least interested,
and 4 being very interested.
4. Was the material in the modules easy to understand?
5. Were volunteers present to assist in delivering the modules?
6. What changes, if any, would you make to the content of the modules?

7. What is the age range of the participants?

8. Would you be interested in having the program as a permanent offering within your organization?
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Evaluation Form

